Microtubule sliding in reduced-amplitude bending waves of Ciona sperm flagella: resolution of metachronous and synchronous sliding components of stable bending waves.
Microtubule sliding associated with the bending of reactivated flagella of demembranated spermatozoa of the tunicate, Ciona, has been analyzed using a descriptive model that permits quantitation of metachronous and synchronous components of sliding. Reduced-amplitude bending waves, obtained by addition of increased salt (K acetate), lithium, or vanadate to the reactivation solutions, have been examined. Increased K acetate can decrease bend angle by as much as 70% with little change in frequency. In all cases, a decrease in the amplitude, or bend angle, of propagated bends is measured as a decrease in the metachronous component of sliding and is associated with a reduction in the growth of new bends after they begin to propagate during the second half-cycle of bend development. At higher K acetate concentrations, bend growth during the second half-cycle of bend development is very strongly reduced and may even become negative. A disparity between the rates of bend growth in the first and second half-cycles of bend development corresponds to a large amount of synchronous sliding in the distal portion of the flagellum. When the synchronous sliding component is large, the sliding velocity in a propagating bend decreases to near-0 values and may even reverse its direction as the bend propagates through the mid-region of the flagellum. Since these large perturbations of sliding velocity do not interfere with regular propagation of bends with nearly constant bend angle, the bend propagation mechanism cannot operate by metachronous control of the velocity of sliding, and is unlikely to operate by local monitoring of either the amount or velocity of sliding. These observations therefore argue against models in which active sliding is regulated by shear or sliding velocity, and make curvature-controlled models relatively more attractive. In many cases, a reduction in sliding during bend initiation (the first half-cycle of development of new bends) also contributes to the decreased amplitude of propagated bends. These changes in bend initiation are similar in both full-length flagella and in flagella shortened by breakage. The amount of sliding that occurs during bend initiation is relatively independent of the distribution of sliding between metachronous and synchronous components in the distal part of the flagellum. These observations therefore provide additional evidence that bend initiation and bend propagation are independent and separable processes.